Information Bulletin

PT 303/09-15

Driver Authorisation for Taxi Services
What is driver authorisation?
The Transport Operations (Passenger Transport) Act 1994 requires, with some exceptions, drivers of motor
vehicles that are used to provide public passenger services to hold driver authorisation. Driver authorisation is
a qualification that a driver of a motor vehicle providing a public passenger service must attain and maintain to
operate the vehicle.
The purpose of driver authorisation is to ensure drivers of public passenger vehicles are suitable persons,
having regard to the safety of children and other vulnerable members of the community, the personal safety of
passengers and their property, public safety and the reputation of public passenger transport.
There are different categories of driver authorisation for the different types of public passenger transport
services. A driver must hold the appropriate category of driver authorisation for the type of public passenger
service being provided by the driver. Separate information bulletins provide information on driver authorisation
for drivers of taxi services, limousine services, scheduled services and motorcycle tourist services.
Additional information about public passenger services is available on the Department of Transport and Main
Roads’ internet site at www.tmr.qld.gov.au.

Who needs to hold driver authorisation for taxi services?
Any person who drives a taxi for hire or reward is required to hold driver authorisation for taxi services.
Please note that taxi services driver authorisation and limousine services driver authorisation are separate
authorities and each has its own application criteria and requirements. Driver authorisation for taxi services
does not authorise the holder to provide a limousine service. Similarly, driver authorisation for limousine
services does not authorise the holder to drive a taxi. A person may, however, apply for, and be issued with,
both these categories of driver authorisation if they meet all of the requirements applicable to each
authorisation.

Requirements for obtaining driver authorisation
Minimum age
Applicants for taxi driver authorisation must be at least 20 years of age before their application can be
accepted by the Department of Transport and Main Roads.

Entitlement to work in Australia
Applicants for driver authorisation or renewal of driver authorisation must provide documentary proof of their
entitlement to work in Australia.

Before the Department of Transport and Main Roads can accept an application, a person must provide
evidence that they are—
•
•
•
•

an Australian citizen
a permanent resident of Australia
a New Zealand citizen who is the holder of a special category visa as defined by the Migration Act 1958
(Commonwealth), section 32; or
entitled under a visa granted under the Migration Act 1958 (Commonwealth) to work in Australia.

If you are an Australian citizen, permanent resident or a New Zealand citizen holding a special category visa
you will need to provide one of the following to have your application accepted—
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

current Medicare card (other than an interim card issued to some applicants for permanent residency)
full Australian birth certificate
Queensland birth extract
Australian citizenship certificate or extract
Australian naturalisation certificate
Australian passport (which cannot be expired for more than two years)
Repatriation Health Card - for all conditions (Gold Card)
New Zealand passport
evidence of your Australian permanent residency.

If you are not an Australian citizen, permanent resident or New Zealand citizen holding a special category visa,
you must present your overseas passport at the time of application. You must also complete the Department of
Transport and Main Roads’ Authority to Check a Visa Holder's Work Entitlement form (F4595) so the
department can verify your entitlement to work in Australia before your application can be accepted.
For visa holders, if driver authorisation is approved the maximum term of the authority is to the expiry date of
the Australian work entitlement.

Criminal history check
The applicant must have a satisfactory criminal history record having regard to the safety of children and other
vulnerable members of the community, as well as the personal safety of passengers and their property.
Please note, under the Transport Operations (Passenger Transport) Act 1994, a conviction includes a finding
of guilt or the acceptance of a plea of guilty by a court, whether or not a conviction is recorded.
Applicants who have been convicted of a driver disqualifying offence, or charged with a driver disqualifying
offence which has not been finally disposed of, should obtain a copy of the information bulletin ‘PT17 Driver
Authorisation – Effect of a Driver Disqualifying Offence’ for further information.

Licence requirements and driving history
•

The applicant must hold a current Australian open driver licence or a restricted driver (work) licence of the
appropriate class.

•

The applicant must have held an open or provisional driver licence (Australian or overseas) continuously
for at least three years for a car, truck or bus.

•

In addition, the applicant must—
•

have held an Australian driver licence (other than a learner licence) for at least 12 months in the three
years immediately preceding the application; or

•

satisfy the department that they have held an equivalent licence* for at least 12 months in the three
years immediately preceding the application and, while holding that licence, gained significant practical
driving experience in a driving environment similar to that found in major urban centres in Australia.
* An equivalent licence is a licence issued either in New Zealand or in a country that is recognised as
having comparable standards to the driver licensing requirements in Australia. The countries
recognised as having comparable standards are countries approved by Austroads and listed on its
website as being a recognised country or an experienced driver recognition country.

•

The applicant must have a driving history that the chief executive, Department of Transport and Main
Roads, considers is suitable to hold driver authorisation.

For more information, applicants should obtain a copy of the information bulletin ‘PT16 Driver Authorisation Effect of a Driving History’.

English Proficiency Requirements
An applicant for taxi driver authorisation must be able to speak and understand English.
Effective from 1 July 2012:•

All new applicants for taxi driver authorisation who intend to drive in major taxi service areas in
Queensland (areas with 35 or more taxi service licences listed below under Training Requirements) will
need to undertake an English assessment through a Registered Training Organisation (RTO) approved by
the department.

•

All new applicants for taxi driver authorisation who intend to drive in non-major taxi service areas in
Queensland (areas with 34 or fewer taxi service licences) will not be required to undertake an English
assessment through an approved RTO, but are still required to successfully complete an English
assessment administered by the Taxi Council of Queensland.

Applicants wishing to undertake an English assessment should contact their local taxi booking company or taxi
operator for information about assessment booking options.
Further information on the English Assessment is available on the Department of Transport and Main Roads’
website at: www.tmr.qld.gov.au/Business-and-industry/Taxi-and-limousine/Taxi-industry-reform-package.aspx.

Training Requirements
Under section 20C of the Transport Operations (Passenger Transport) Regulation 2005, applicants for taxi
driver authorisation are required to have successfully completed a training course specified by the chief
executive.
From 24 January 2011, all new applicants for taxi driver authorisation who intend to drive in major taxi service
areas will be required to successfully complete training delivered by a Registered Training Organisation (RTO)
in the following seven nationally endorsed competency units:

TLIL6009A
TLIC907C
TLIB9009A
TLIF7209A
TLIH407B
TLII1909A
TLIQ1609A

or
or
or
or
or
or
or

TLIL2060A
TLIC2009A
TLIB2090A
TLIF2072A
TLIH3004A
TLII2019A
TLIP2037A

Complete induction to the transport industry
Drive taxicab
Use communication systems in a taxicab
Comply with safety and security procedures
Identify major roads, services and attractions
Provide taxicab customer service
Carry out financial transactions and maintain records

Major taxi service areas are defined by the department as areas that have 35 or more taxi service licences.
They are Brisbane, Cairns, Gold Coast, Ipswich, Mackay, Redcliffe, Rockhampton, Sunshine Coast,
Toowoomba and Townsville.
Applicants for taxi driver authorisation who intend to drive in non-major taxi service areas (areas with 34 or
fewer taxi service licences) will not be required to complete the seven competencies listed above, but are still
required to successfully complete the Queensland ‘Taxiplus’ training course.
From 24 January 2011, drivers who are granted taxi driver authorisation to drive in other taxi service areas will
not be able to drive taxis in major taxi service areas without successfully completing the seven required
competency units delivered by an RTO.
All drivers who were granted driver authorisation before 24 January 2011 or who finalise applications for driver
authorisation lodged before 24 January 2011 will be able to drive in all taxi service areas.
All new applicants for taxi driver authorisation in major taxi service areas must meet the new training
requirements even if they have previously held taxi driver authorisation. However, if their taxi driver
authorisation remains current they will not be required to meet the new training requirements on renewal.
Prospective taxi drivers should contact their relevant taxi booking company or taxi operator for information
about suitable RTOs and appropriate training courses.
Further information on the new training requirements, including frequently asked questions, is available on the
Department of Transport and Main Roads’ website at: www.tmr.qld.gov.au/Business-and-industry/Taxi-andlimousine/Taxi-industry-reform-package.aspx.

Medical fitness
The applicant must obtain a medical certificate for a commercial vehicle driver. The medical certificate is to be
obtained from a medical practitioner and assessed in accordance with the Austroads Inc publication
"Assessing to Drive – For Commercial and Private Vehicle Drivers" national medical standards.
A medical certificate must be no more than six months old when presented to the department. For the
purposes of driver authorisation, once a medical certificate has been presented to the department it may
remain valid for up to five years from its date of issue unless an earlier expiry date is specified on the
certificate.
Applicants are required to meet any costs associated with obtaining a medical certificate.
Driver authorisation holders must notify the department if there is any change in their medical fitness that
makes them continuously unfit to safely operate a vehicle for more than one month.

Other requirements
Further to the requirements outlined above, the applicant must also meet any other applicable requirements of
the Transport Operations (Passenger Transport) Act 1994, the Transport Operations (Passenger Transport)
Regulation 2005 or the Transport Operations (Passenger Transport) Standard 2010.
The following factors may also affect the granting of the driver authorisation—
•

Whether a previous driver authorisation granted to the person has been cancelled or suspended.

•

Whether the chief executive considers it necessary to refuse driver authorisation in the public interest.

•

If required, the applicant must allow the chief executive to take, keep and use the applicant’s digitised
photograph and digitised signature.

How to apply
•

Obtain an application form (F2978) and relevant information bulletins from the Department of Transport
and Main Roads’ website at www.tmr.qld.gov.au customer service centre or passenger transport office.

•

Complete the application form and lodge it with evidence of your identity and your Australian work
entitlement at a Department of Transport and Main Roads customer service centre or at a selected QGAP.

•

All applicable fees must be paid at the time of lodgement (fees payable include the cost of conducting a
criminal history check).

•

The required medical, training and English documents can be lodged either together with the driver
authorisation application form or after the criminal and traffic history checks have been completed and
approved.

•

All requirements of an application must be finalised within three months otherwise the application will lapse
and a new application will need to be lodged before driver authorisation can be issued.

•

If requested, you must allow your photograph and signature to be recorded so that it may be reproduced
on your industry authority card (which will be your evidence of holding driver authorisation) or to verify your
identity when transacting business with the department.

Criminal convictions, charges and traffic history must be declared on application
On your application you must declare any traffic history you have and details of any charges or convictions you
have for a criminal offence (including details of any offences against the Transport Operations (Passenger
Transport) Act 1994 or Transport Operations (Passenger Transport) Regulation 2005. A list of driver
disqualifying offences is available in the information bulletin ‘PT17 Effect of a Driver Disqualifying Offence’.
Please note—
•

Under the Transport Operations (Passenger Transport) Act 1994, a conviction means a finding of guilt and
the acceptance of a plea of guilty by a court, whether or not a conviction is recorded. A finding of guilt
includes a fine, good behaviour bond, compensation and restitution and also offences where a conviction
was not recorded.

•

Sections 5 and 6 of the Criminal Law (Rehabilitation of Offenders) Act 1986 do not apply to the provision
of criminal history information to the department for driver authorisation purposes. All charges and
convictions must be disclosed regardless of the outcome of the charge or the time elapsed since the
charge or conviction.

•

All charges and convictions must be declared regardless of jurisdiction where the offence occurred.

•

Failure to declare a charge or conviction of a driver disqualifying offence is an offence and can incur a fine.

•

If required, applicants are responsible for obtaining their overseas criminal history (New Zealand
excluded). The original of the criminal history must be submitted to the Department of Transport and Main
Roads before an application can be assessed.

Granting of driver authorisation
Applicants will be notified of the approval or refusal of their application.
Approved applicants for driver authorisation will be issued an Industry Authority card.
If your application is approved, an Industry Authority card will be sent to your postal address within 7-14 days.
Once your application has been approved an Interim Industry Authority may be issued to you. An Interim
Industry Authority is a document that may be used as evidence of your driver authorisation while you wait to
receive your Industry Authority card by post.

Period of issue
Applicants who fully meet the requirements applying to driver authorisation for these services may have
authorisation for a period of up to five years. Driver authorisation may be issued on a part year basis for the
purpose of aligning the expiry date with other Department of Transport and Main Roads products. Generally a
minimum period of one year is required unless specific conditions exist which necessitate the driver
authorisation being issued for a shorter period (for example medical condition, the end date of a visa holder’s
work entitlement or hasn’t met the relevant training requirements).

Responsibilities of driver authorisation holders
Holders of driver authorisation cards must conduct themselves responsibly, be responsible in the act of driving,
be capable of safely operating a public passenger vehicle, be aware of their customer service responsibilities
and be accountable for complying with appropriate standards.
Non-compliance with requirements may result in a fine or the amendment, suspension or cancellation of a
person’s driver authorisation.
The holder of a driver authorisation must notify the department if they are charged with an offence that is
identified as a driver disqualifying offence in the Transport Operations (Passenger Transport) Act 1994. The
driver authorisation holder must also notify the department about the result of the charge.
The holder of a driver authorisation for taxi services must display their Authorised Queensland Taxi Driver
Display Card in the vehicle at all times when it is available for hire. For more information, refer to information
bulletin ‘PT330 Authorised Queensland Taxi Driver Display Card (AQTDDC)’.

More information about driver responsibilities and driver disqualifying offences is provided in the following
information bulletins ‘PT307 Driver Responsibilities’, ‘PT17 Driver Authorisation - Effect of a Driver
Disqualifying Offence’ and ‘PT16 Driver Authorisation - Effect of Driving History’.

Taxi Service Bailment Agreements
Operators of taxi services must ensure a written taxi service bailment agreement is entered into with an
authorised driver before permitting them to drive a taxi. Penalties apply to both operators and drivers for not
meeting this requirement unless the driver is an employee of the operator and can provide a statutory
declaration that states the employment relationship.
The following information must be included in a taxi service bailment agreement:
• the date the parties signed the agreement
• the name and address of each of the parties
• the operator's accreditation number
• the driver's driver authorisation number
• the following information about any personal injury insurance (for the authorised driver) relating to the
taxi service bailment agreement –
(a) whether the accredited operator has obtained the personal injury insurance
(b) if the accredited operator has obtained the personal injury insurance (i) whether the accredited operator agrees to maintain the personal injury insurance for the
duration of the taxi service bailment agreement
(ii) the expiry date of the personal injury insurance
(iii) either of the following for the personal injury insurance (A) the personal injury insurance information
(B) how the personal injury insurance information can be obtained from the accredited
operator.
•

the following details about amounts payable under the taxi service bailment agreement -

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

if the authorised driver must pay the accredited operator a percentage of the takings - the
percentage
if the taxi service bailment agreement provides for a set pay in arrangement between the
parties - the set pay in amount for the taxi service bailment agreement
who is responsible for the cost of fuel
if the cost of fuel is to be shared between the parties - the amount or percentage of the cost
each of the parties must pay
if the authorised driver must contribute to the cost of the premium for any insurance relating to
the taxi service bailment agreement - the amount or percentage of the contribution
if the authorised driver must contribute to the cost of any excess payable under any insurance
relating to the taxi service bailment agreement - the amount or percentage of the contribution.

Under section 35N of the Transport Operations (Passenger Transport) Act 1994, operators may only enter into
a Taxi Service Bailment Agreement with a set pay in arrangement with an authorised driver who has held
Queensland driver authorisation for at least 12 months, consecutively or cumulatively, within the five years
before the agreement is entered into. The maximum penalty for not complying with this requirement is 40
penalty units.
For more information on taxi service bailment agreements, refer to information bulletin ‘PT331 Taxi Service
Bailment Agreements’.

Amendment, suspension, cancellation or refusal of driver authorisation
A driver authorisation may be refused, amended, suspended or cancelled for any of the following reasons:
•

Conviction for a driver disqualifying offence or being charged with a driver disqualifying offence and the
charge has not been heard or finally discharged.

•

Unsuitable driving history.

•

Driver licence suspension, cancellation, disqualification or expiry.

•

Failure to meet requirements applicable to driver authorisation specified in the Transport Operations
(Passenger Transport) Act 1994, the Transport Operations (Passenger Transport) Regulation 2005 or the
Transport Operations (Passenger Transport) Standard 2010.

•

Provision of false or misleading documentation or information, in relation to their application for driver
authorisation.

•

Failure to meet medical fitness standards.

•

The chief executive considers it necessary in the public interest.

Reviews of decisions affecting driver authorisation
If a person is dissatisfied with a decision regarding driver authorisation, they may request an internal review of
the decision. If the person is not satisfied with the outcome of the review, the person may appeal to the
Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal (QCAT) for an external review. For more information, please
refer to the information bulletin ‘PT18 Reviews of Decisions affecting Operator Accreditation and Driver
Authorisation’.
Note: If a person has been convicted of a category A driver disqualifying offence for which an
imprisonment order was imposed, or is subject to an order or obligation under section 170(b) of the
Working with Children (Risk Management and Screening) Act (2000), there is no provision to appeal
against the ineligibility to apply for, or hold, driver authorisation.

Additional information
The information contained in this bulletin has been produced as a guide to assist in the understanding of the
legislation and policy. Clarification of any information in this bulletin may be obtained from the Department of
Transport and Main Roads by contacting your local passenger transport office.
This bulletin is an interpretation of the relevant Acts, Regulation and Standard and should not be used as a
reference to a point of law.
The legislation may be viewed on the internet at www.legislation.qld.gov.au. Additional information about
public passenger services is available on the Department of Transport and Main Roads internet site at
www.tmr.qld.gov.au/information_bulletins.

